EXCURSIONS AND ACTIVITIES
SÃO VICENTE ISLAND
OUR SITE
VXE010 –SWIM AND DIVE WITH SEA TURTLES
Rate per person (Adult or Chd): 01 Pax 120€ / 02 Pax 60€ / 3 Pax 45€
From 04 to 06 Pax 35€ / From 07 to 08 Pax 30€
Transfer from your hotel to the Turtle Bay. Your guide from Barracuda Tours
will give you all the basic information about this unforgettable tour during the
transfer.
Once we arrive at the fisherman village from where the tour starts, we will
have our Safety briefing.
After our safety briefing, begins a lifetime experience. Very experienced local
fisherman will take us to a magic Bay where we can observe and swim with sea
turtles in, they’re natural habitat. The experience in the water takes 45 to 60
Min.
Return transfer to your hotel.
Includes: Transfer, guide, Snorkelling equipment
Maximum persons per Boat – 08 Minimum Age – 06 Years
Video
VXE005 – FULL DAY TO SANTO ANTAO ISLAND
Rate per person (Adult or Chd): 01 Pax 190€ / 02 Pax 115€ / 03 Pax 90€
04 Pax 77€ / 05 Pax 70€ / 06 Pax 65€ / 07 to 10 Pax 60€ / 11 to 12 Pax 53€
06:30 Transfer from our hotel to the Harbour
07:00 Ferry to Porto Novo,
07:50 Arrival in Porto Novo
08:00 Beginning of a Full Day “Discover Santo Antão” tour. Santo Antão is
famous for its imponent mountains, green valleys, farms, and fisherman
villages.
The population is extremely friendly and welcoming!
We drive along the mountain road until we reach the crater of the Cova
volcano, with its imponent 1100m high. From here we can take a short
walk along one of the greenest valleys from the island. Alternatively to the
walk, we can drive to Pico da Cruz, to see the pine forest and enjoy a
panoramic view of the Paúl. Now we drive down the mountain road until we arrive in the greenest valey from
the Island - Paúl, where the famous Grogue is produced (Sugar cane Rum). A visit to a Grogue distillery is in our
plans. We follow the mountain road until we arrive un “Ribeira da Torre” Valley, and visit the green zone of
“Xôxô”. Next stop is for lunch in Ribeira Grande. After lunch (drinks not included) we visit the Paul Valley and
during our visit to a Grogue distillery we will be able to try the famous drink. Our return to Porto Novo Harbour
is via Coast Road.
16:00 Ferry to São Vicente
16:50 Arrival in São Vicente and Transfer to Hotel.
We recommend you ask your hotel to prepare an early Breakfast as most hotels only serve regular breakfast
after 07:00 Am
Important: Route might suffer changes depending on weather conditions!
To pre book the Ferry Boat Tickets we need following details
• Full Name
• Passport number
• Date of Birth
• Nationality
Every Day from 06:30 to 17:30

VXE002 – HALF DAY TOUR SÃO VICENTE
Rate per person (Adult or Chd): 01 Pax 96€ / 02 Pax 48€ / 03 Pax 36€ /04 Pax 27€ /
05 to 06 Pax 22€ / 07 to 10 Pax 15€ /11 to 12 Pax 10€ /
Our first stop will be at Fortim d’El Rei to enjoy a magnificent panoramic
view of the city of Mindelo. We then take a walk around the city, enjoying
several points of great interest: the colorful Avenida Marginal, the Municipal
Market, the Torre de Belém, the Fisch Market and Estrela Square. Then we
reach Monte Verde, the highest point on the island, and the beautiful Baía
das Gatas, where a famous annual music festival is held. In this splendid and
huge natural pool, we stop for a refreshing swim. From there we return to
the hotel passing through the fishing village Salamansa.
Return to the hotel.
Schedule: Every day from 09:00 to 13:00.

VXE001 – FULL DAY TOUR SÃO VICENTE
Rate per person (Adult or Chd): 01 Pax 150€ / 02 Pax 85€ / 03 Pax 65€ /04 Pax 52€ /
05 to 06 Pax 45€/ 07 to 10 Pax 35€ /11 to 12 Pax 28€ /
Our first stop will be made at Fortim d'El Rei to enjoy a magnificent
panoramic view of the city of Mindelo. We then take a walk around the city,
enjoying several points of great interest: the colourful Avenida Marginal, the
Municipal Market, the Torre de Belém, the Fisch Market and Estrela Square.
After visiting the city, we set off towards Monte Verde, the highest point on
the island and a natural park, where you will have an enthralling view of the
whole island, going to the picturesque fishing village Salamansa and the
beautiful Baía das Gatas, where a famous annual music festival. Time to take
a refreshing bath in the bay followed by lunch (drinks not included). After
lunch we return to the natural beauty of the island towards the North of the
Bay, enjoying some viewpoints (white sand dunes, turquoise water) Praia
Grande that stands out with the contrast between its white sand and the
adjacent volcanic rocks, Calhau the extinct volcano, passing through the
agricultural area and finally returning to the hotel.
Schedule: Every day from 10:00 to 17:00.
VXE003 – MINDELO BY NIGHT
Rate per person (Adult or Chd): 01 Pax 105€ / 02 Pax 57€ / 03 Pax 48€ /04 Pax 40€ /
05 to 06 Pax 36€/ 07 to 10 Pax 30€ /11 to 12 Pax 26€ /
Discover with us the secret corners of Mindelo at night on a journey
accompanied by the flavours and sounds of Mindelo! We take you to dinner
at a typical restaurant seasoned with warm rhythms of Mornas and
Coladeiras. Come and enjoy a musical and vibrant city, also known as "little
Brazil". After dinner we stop at a local bar and feel the vibrating Mindelo
night!
Includes: a panoramic transfer (Approx. 45 min) along Mindelo’s night,
dinner with live music and 1 drink at dinner. Also 1 drink at a local bar is
included. A local guide will always be with us.
Schedule: Every day from 19:00 to 23:00.

VXE011 – DIVING & SNORKELING
Rate per person: On request
Together with our Partners from the best Diving centre from the Island, we
organize Snorkelling tours, Diving courses for beginners and Open water
dives for experienced divers. Prices on request depending on number of
dives and experience. Please contact us for a Taylor made program.

VXE006 – MINDELO CULTURAL TOUR
Rate per person (Adult or Chd): 01 Pax 155€ / 02 Pax 90€ / 03 Pax 70€ /04 Pax 56€
05 Pax 50€/ 06 Pax 47€ /07 Pax 43€/ 08 a 09 Pax 40€/ 10 a 12 Pax 36€
We started the tour on Avenue 5 July, formerly known as English Street: get
ready to experience the essence of Cape Verde around every corner! We
proceed to the new Amílcar Cabral Square and in the center we will have
the opportunity to visit the Museum of Handicrafts and the Cultural Center
of Mindelo.
We passed by the Eagle Monument, dedicated to the first crossing of the
North Atlantic, on the way to the Municipal Market, the People's Palace,
and the old Military Barracks (now Jorge Barbosa School). A must-see is
certainly the opportunity to see and eventually visit the home of Cesária
Évora, the “Diva of the Barefoot Feet”, as well as the atelier Joana Pinto.
We join our list of places to visit Madeiral and Baltasar Lopes Square
(founder of Claridade magazine), near the City Hall and the Church of Nossa Sra. da Luz de Belém, a curious
replica of the Lisbon monument, the Fish Market and the market square. From Praça Estrela we go to the Os
Baptistinhas studio, where we will see a detailed demonstration of the manufacture of string instruments,
finished off by a small intimate concert.
At the end of the tour, we will make a brief stop at the Meteorology Center, where you will be delighted with
the most beautiful panoramic view of the bay of Monte Cara, one of the most beautiful in the world.
Schedule: Tour 3 hours, Monday to Saturday. Museum Entrance fees (15€) included. All visits are subject to
places being open.
VXE004 – TRADITIONAL CAPE VERDEAN LUNCH ON THE BEACH WITH TYPICAL MUSIC
Rate per person: Prices and availability on request
Keep us company on Sundays at a restaurant located on Calhau beach. Self-service lunch accompanied by the
warm and typical sounds of Cape Verde: between the volcanic landscape and the translucent waters, these
moments will certainly be recorded in memory and on the palate.
Schedule: Sunday from 11:30 to 15:30.
VXE012 – 4X4 ADVENTURE
Rate per person: Prices and availability on request
4X4 Adventure to the interior of the Island.
Pure adrenaline day along the mysterious and desertic interior of Sao Vicente.
We visit desert beaches like “Palha Carga”. Also, we visit Calhau, the “Viana da Mata” Volcano, and “Mato Ingles”
Forest.
Prices depend on number of participants.
Tour is possible without lunch, with lunch or for the 100% adventure fans with “Pick Nick”.

VXE013 – BIG GAME FISHING
Rate per person: Prices and availability on request
Cabo Verde a real “Fishing Paradise”. Some world records in Big Game
Fishing have been broken here!
Barracuda Tours has partnership with the best and most experienced boats
owners.
We offer from a full day Big Game (Blue Marlin) to half Day Trolling, Jigging
and also deep see fishing.
Prices depend on Boat availability and number of Persons.
Departures – Every day from Mindelo Marina.
Includes: Full equipped boat with all Fishing equipment, and during full day
trips snacks and water.
Transfers can be included on request, but the meeting point is the Marina.

TREKKING
VXE007 – TREKKING NORTE BAIA – CALHAU
Rate per person: In update
This walk will take you to the Baía das Gatas area with its inviting natural pool.
Following the path to the north, you will discover beautiful beaches, dunes
and coves of black and white sand, where it is worth observing the changes in
the color of the water, varying between sky blue, navy blue and turquoise.
Among the natural beauty, the wealth of the people: here it is common to see
the traditional fishing boats that return from the sea. Heading to the village
of Calhau, between two extinct volcanoes, you will find several layers of
solidified lava. There we visit Praia Grande, where, in the middle of this
captivating volcanic landscape, the annual bodyboarding championship takes
place. It is also from this area of Calhau that one can see Sta.Luzia, the only
uninhabited island in the archipelago.
Schedule: Every day from 09: 00-12: 00/13: 00 (according to the customer's
step)
Includes: a picnic (water, juice, sandwiches and fruit), transfers from the Hotel
to the starting point of the hike, and guide.
VXE008 – TREKKING SÃO PEDRO PISCATORY VILLAGE
Rate per person: In update
During this walk you will discover São Pedro, the emblematic village of the island, with its emerald and turquoise
waters contrasting with an arid and imposing landscape, its coastline, and the picturesque fishermen's houses.
Schedule: Every day from 09: 00-12: 00/13: 00 (according to the customer's step)
Includes: a picnic (water, juice, sandwiches, and fruit), transfers from the Hotel to the starting point of the hike,
and guide.
VXE009 – TREKKING TO MONTE VERDE
Rate per person: In update
Following the Lameirão road to the center of the island, we start by climbing
Monte Verde (753m), the highest point in São Vicente. During the walk, you
will be able to enjoy the panoramic views of the entire island. On clear days,
with good visibility, it is also possible to see the islands and islets nearby.
Schedule: Every day from 09: 00-12: 00/13: 00 (according to the customer's
step)
Includes: a picnic (water, juice, sandwiches and fruit), transfers from the
Hotel to the starting point of the hike, and guide.

GENERAL CONDITIONS AND TERMS
Programs and schedules subject to changes.
Cancellations are not refundable unless the customer finds a replacement.
geral@barracudatours.com
www.barracudatours.com
DON’T BUY ILEGAL EXCURSIONS!
Do not take unnecessary safety risks. Make sure that the tours you paid for are going to take place and
avoid risks that are not covered by your travel insurance. Purchase tours and services from an officially
accredited agent of the Directorate General of Tourism.
BARRACUDA TOURS AUTORIZACÃO Nº OO5/DREC-MTIE/AWU
Pursuant to Decree-Law No. 4194 of February 7 and Regulatory Decree No. 3194 of December 7, 1994, the
operation of the Travel and Tourism Agency BARRACUDA TOURS is in Santa Maria – Sal Island.

